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Abstract

We propose Epitomic Image Super-Resolution (ESR) to en-
hance the current internal SR methods that exploit the self-
similarities in the input. Instead of local nearest neighbor
patch matching used in most existing internal SR methods,
ESR employs epitomic patch matching that features robust-
ness to noise, and both local and non-local patch matching.
Extensive objective and subjective evaluation demonstrate the
effectiveness and advantage of ESR on various images.

Introduction

Image Super-Resolution (SR) methods construct a high-
resolution image from one or multiple low-resolution in-
put images (Park, Park, and Kang 2003). SR is indeed
an ill-posed problem since the information from the low-
resolution input is insufficient to recover the high-resolution
image. Making different assumptions on the image priors,
various SR algorithms have been proposed. Exemplar-based
SR methods (Freedman and Fattal 2011; Yang et al. 2012;
Yang, Lin, and Cohen 2013) exhibit promising results,
which exploit the mapping from low-resolution patches
to their high-resolution counterparts. Exemplar-based SR
methods learn such mapping from high-resolution to low-
resolution primarily in three ways: through a large set of ex-
ternal low-resolution and high-resolution patch pairs (Yang
et al. 2012; Yang, Lin, and Cohen 2013), or only relying
on the self-similarities within the given low-resolution input
(Freedman and Fattal 2011), or in a combined way (Wang
et al. 2015). We refer to the exemplar-based SR methods
that utilize external data as external SR, and the methods
that only exploit the self-similarities in the input as internal
SR. External SR methods typically use a large and repre-
sentative set of external high-resolution and low-resolution
patch pairs to predict the missing high frequency informa-
tion in the high-resolution image to be constructed, and the
representative external SR method (Yang et al. 2012) learns
a pair of high-resolution and low-resolution dictionaries by
coupled dictionary learning, from which the missing high
frequency information is obtained as a sparse linear com-
bination of the dictionary atoms. Albeit being effective in
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many case, external SR methods are prone to generate unre-
liable high-resolution patches when the input low-resolution
patches cannot be represented by the external data, and
they usually produce artifacts in this case. In contrast, In-
ternal SR methods, such as the High Frequency Transfer
(HFT) method (Freedman and Fattal 2011), seek for exam-
ple patches from the input image itself based on the self-
similarities by local patch matching, that is, similar patches
often recur within the image. By exploiting self-similarities,
many singular and unique image patches that rarely appear
in external data can be reliably recovered by internal SR
methods.

However, the local patch matching through nearest neigh-
bor searching used in most existing internal SR methods suf-
fers from noise and outliers. In addition, the local match-
ing excludes potential better global matches that are not lo-
cated in the neighborhood of the target patch. We propose
epitomic patch matching to replace the nearest neighbor lo-
cal patch matching in HFT, and the resultant SR method is
named Epitomic Image Super-Resolution (ESR). ESR effec-
tively reduces the artifacts caused by nearest neighbor patch
matching, and it enables efficient local and non-local patch
matching by epitomic patch matching. The effectiveness and
advantage of ESR over other internal and external SR meth-
ods are demonstrated by our extensive experimental results.

The Proposed Epitomic Super-Resolution

We first introduce the High Frequency Transfer (HFT)
method (Freedman and Fattal 2011), then illustrate the de-
tails of Epitomic Super-Resolution.

The High Frequency Transfer method

According to the observation that similar features in
small patches often repeat across different image scales,
the High Frequency Transfer method (Freedman and Fattal
2011) searches for the high-frequency component for a tar-
get high-resolution patch by nearest neighbor patch match-
ing across scales. For the input LR image Y, we first ob-
tain its initial upsampled image X′, and a smoothed input
image Y′. For each patch of the initial upsample image,
denoted by X′

ij with coordinates ij, its match Y′
st on Y′

is obtained by local nearest neighbor matching: (s, t) =
argmin(s,t)∈Wij

‖Y′
st − X′

ij‖2F , where Wij a local win-
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dow on image Y′. Denote by X the high resolution im-
age to be constructed from Y. The high frequency band
of the patch Yst, namely Yst − Y′

st, is regarded as the
high frequency band of the unknown patch Xij . There-
fore, such high frequence band is pasted onto X′

ij to get
Xij = X′

ij +Yst −Y′
st.

Epitomic Super-Resolution

The matching of X′
ij over the image Y′ is essential for

the performance of HFT. To improve the robustness against
to noise, and extend the local matching to both local and
non-local matching for better matches, we propose epitomic
patch matching to replace the local nearest neighbor match-
ing in HFT. Being a generative model, the epitome of an
image summarizes the raw image patches into a condensed
representation of a size smaller than the original image, and
it approaches this goal in a manner similar to Gaussian Mix-
ture Models (GMMs). Please refer to (Jojic, Frey, and Kan-
nan 2003) for more details of epitome. With the epitome eY′

learned from the smoothed input image Y′, each patch X′
ij

is matched over the epitome eY′ instead of a local window
on Y′. The location of the matching patch in the epitome
eY′ for the patch X′

ij is specified by the most probable hid-
den mapping for X′

ij : T ∗
ij = argmax

Tij

p
(
Tij |X′

ij , e
)
. The

hidden mapping Tij specifies the location of the epitome
patch from which the image patch X′

ij is generated, and it
is similar to the role of hidden variables in GMMs. The top
patches on Y′ with large posterior probabilities p

(
T ∗
ij |·, e

)

are regarded as the candidate matches for each patch X′
ij ,

and the match Y′
st,E is the one in these K candidate patches

with minimum Sum of Squared Distance (SSD) to X′
ij . In

this way, two matches, Y′
st,E and Y′

st are obtained for each
patch X′

ij using epitomic patch matching and local near-
est neighbor matching, and we can have their corresponding
high frequency band Fst,E and Fst. A weighted average of
the two high frequency bands is treated as the final high fre-
quency component for X′

ij , i.e. wFst,E+(1−w)Fst, where
the weight w = p(T ∗

ij |X′
ij , e) denotes the probability of the

most probable hidden mapping given the patch X′
ij . Match-

ing over epitome is robust to noise since each epitome patch
summarizes a set of raw patches in the original image, and
it is non-local matching since epitome eY′ summarizes the
entire image Y′.

Experimental Results

We compare our Epitomic Super-Resolution (ESR) to
other competing methods in this section, and conduct both
objective and subjective evaluation. For objective evalua-
tion, we compare ESR to two internal SR methods, i.e. Bicu-
bic interpolation and HFT on the Kid, Temple and Train im-
age, and use the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as a
objective measure for the quality of the SR results. The re-
sults of objective evaluation is shown in Figure 2 with PSNR
value for the three internal SR methods. We observe that
ESR always achieves the highest PSNR value, revealing the
advantage of robustness to noise and both local and non-
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Figure 1: Subjective quality scores for different SR meth-
ods. CSC and Inplace are two external SR methods in the
reference.

Figure 2: SR results on the Kid (upscaled by 4 times), Tem-
ple and Train images (upscaled by 3 times). From left to
right: the low-resolution input, SR by Bicubic interpolation,
SR by HFT, SR by ESR, and the Ground Truth (GT).

local patch matching by epitomic patch matching.
We conduct subjective evaluation on the results by differ-

ent SR methods and illustrate the subjective quality scores
in Figure 1. Users are required to perform a series of com-
parisons, and in each comparison two SR results are shown
and users select the better one.
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